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Abstract
We study the low-energy eective theory of N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory with the exceptional gauge group G2. We obtain the Picard-Fuchs equa-
tions for the G2 spectral curve and compute multi-instanton contribution to the
prepotential. We nd that the spectral curve is consistent with the microscopic su-
persymmetric instanton calculus. It is also shown that G2 hyperelliptic curve does
not reproduce the microscopic result.
Seiberg and Witten found the exact solution for the low energy eective theory of
N = 2 supersymmetric SU(2) Yang-Mills theory[1]. Their SU(2) solution has been
generalized to other gauge groups [2]-[7]. The low-energy eective theory in the Coulomb
branch of N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with gauge group G of rank r is




m) and r N = 1 hypermultiplets
Ai = (ai;  i) (i = 1; : : : ; r). The low energy eective action is determined by a single
holomorphic function F(a), called the prepotential. In the semi-classical region, the




















where + denotes the set of positive roots of the Lie algebra of G, h
_ the dual Coxeter
number and  the dynamically generated mass scale. The coecient Fn(a) comes from
the n-instanton contribution.
In the exact solution, the Higgs elds ai and their duals aDi = @F(a)=@ai are repre-
sented by the contour integral of the meromorphic one-form (the Seiberg-Witten dier-








where Ai and Bi are 1-cycle on the algebraic curve. For classical gauge groups, it is known
that the hyperelliptic curve provides the exact solution which satises several consistency
conditions[2]. This type of curves has been generalized to exceptional type gauge groups
by embedding them to certain classical gauge groups [3]-[5].
Generalizing the work by Gorskii et. al. [6], Martinec and Warner [7] constructed the
algebraic curves for any simple gauge group from the spectral curve of the periodic Toda
lattice associated with the dual ane Lie algebra. For classical gauge groups, the spectral
curve is shown to agree with the hyperelliptic type. For exceptional type gauge groups,
however, the spectral curve has dierent from the hyperelliptic curves and shows dierent
strong coupling physics. Since the singularity structure in the strong coupling region
determines instanton terms in the prepotential by analytic continuation, the calculation
of n-instanton contributions provides a non-trivial test to the exact solutions.
1
Recently, Sasakura and the present author [8] calculated the one-instanton eect F1(a)
for any simple Lie group by using the microscopic supersymmetric instanton calculus[9].
These eects have been shown to agree with the exact solutions in the case of classical
gauge groups [10, 11].
The purpose of the present paper is to study the exact solution for exceptional type
gauge groups. We will consider the G2 type Lie group as the simplest example. We study
the exact solution by investigating the Picard-Fuchs equations that the period
H
SW
obeys. The Picard-Fuchs equation has been extensively studied for classical gauge groups
[14]-[17]. By solving these dierential equations in the semi-classical region, we obtain
instanton correction to the prepotential explicitly.
Another non-trivial consistency check for G2 gauge group has been proposed by Land-
steiner et al. [12]. They apply the method of conning phase superpotential [13] to G2
and nd that the discriminant of the spectral curve is consistent with that from the su-
perpotential. The present approach provides another nontrivial and quantitative check to
the exact solutions.
The G2 type Lie algebra (h
_ = 4) contains six positive roots. Let 1 = (
p
2; 0)





) be simple roots. Among the the positive roots, 1, 1 + 32 and
21 +33 are long roots with squared length 2. Remaining roots 2, 2 +3 and 1 +22
are short roots with squared length 2/3. The fundamental weights 1 and 2 are dened
by 1 = 21 + 32 and 2 = 1 + 22.
The representation with the highest weight 2 is seven-dimensional and may be em-
bedded into that of the vector representation of the Lie algebra so(7). One may use this
embedding to construct the hyperelliptic curve for the G2 gauge group from the gauge
group SO(7) with Nf = 1 flavor [3, 4]:
y2 = ((x2 − ~b21)(x
2 − ~b22)(x
2 − ~b23))
2 − 8x4; (3)
where
~b1 = b2;
~b2 = b1 − b2;
~b3 = −b1 + 2b2; (4)
2
and bi = (i; a) (i = 1; 2). This curve are shown to have correct monodromy in the weak
coupling region. One can calculate one-instanton contribution to the prepotential by the













































(b1 − 2b2)2(b1 − b2)2b22
!
: (6)
The rst term is made of the contribution from the long roots. The second term contains
the short roots only. One cannot expect the latter type of singularity from the microscopic
instanton calculation. In fact, the microscopic instanton calculus [8] shows that the one-







(2b1 − 3b2)2(b1 − 3b2)2b21
; (7)
where PV is the scale parameter dened in the Pauli-Villars regularization scheme.
Therefore the hyperelliptic curve (3) predicts additional singularities arising from the
zero vacuum expectation value of a short root. The one-instanton term does not coincide
with the result from the microscopic instanton calculation.



























x2 = 0: (8)





It is convenient to introduce a new variable y = z+ 
z







Here y satises the quadratic equation




4 − 2ux2; (12)
c2 = x
8 − 2ux6 + u2x4 − vx2 + 12: (13)






c21 + 12c2): (14)
In the following analysis we take plus sign without loss of generality. The canonical
holomorphic one-forms on the spectral curve are given by taking derivative of SW with
















where t = u or v.













− SW = d







where t = u or v. f and g are polynomials of fourth order in x. After some computations
we nd that the dierential equations for the periods  =
H
SW are given by Li = 0




u3v − 36v2 + 960u2)@2v + (
8
3
u4 − 24uv + 2304)@u@v + (4u
3 − 24v)@v − 1;
L2 =
2(720u2+ 2u3v − 27v2)
−vu+ 24
@2u +




6(−256u3+ 96v + 5v2u)
−vu+ 24
@v − 1: (17)
Let us dene dierential operators eLi by




These operators are convenient for studying solutions in the semi-classical region. In
fact, these dierential equations are written in the form of hypergeometric system by
introducing new variables x = v
u3








(#x − 2#y)(−4#x + 1); (19)
where #x = x@x and #y = y@y are the Euler derivatives.
Now we construct the solution of the Picard-Fuchs equations eLi = 0 (i = 1; 2) in
the semi-classical region where  is small. Consider a formal power series solution around






where c;(0; 0) = 1. The indicial equations become
(8 + 1)2 = 0;
(− 2)(−4 + 1) = 0: (21)
The equations (21) have two degenerate solutions (; ) = (−1=4;−1=8) and (1=4;−1=8).
Applying the Frobenius method, we nd two other solutions of logarithmic type. Finally
four solutions of the the Picard-Fuchs equations (19) are given by
Ω1(x; y) = !−1=4;−1=8(x; y);
Ω2(x; y) = !1=4;−1=8(x; y);












































Here the coecients c;(m;n) obey the recursion relations
c;(m;n) = A;(m;n)c;(m;n− 1) +B;(m;n)c;(m− 1; n− 1);
c;(m;n) = C;(m;n)c;(m− 1; n) +D;(m;n)c;(m− 1; n− 1); (23)
where
A;(m;n) =
1024(m− 2n+ 2 + − 2)(m− 2n+ 1 + − 2)
(8n+ 1 + )2
;
B;(m;n) =
2304(−3m+ 2n+ 1− 3 + 2)(m− 2n+ 1 + − 2)
(8n+ 1 + )2
;
C;(m;n) =
−3(−3m+ 2n+ 3− 3 + 2)(−3m+ 2n+ 2− 3 + 2)
(m− 2n+ − 2)(−4n+ 1− 4)
;
D;(m;n) =
48(m− 2n+ 1 + − 2)(m− 2n+ − 2)
(m− 2n+ − 2)(−4n+ 1− 4)
:
(24)


















c;(m; 1) = A;(m; 1)c;(m; 0) +B;(m; 1)c;(m− 1; 0);
c;(m; 2) = A;(m; 2)c;(m; 1) +B;(m; 2)c;(m− 1; 1); (25)
etc. where (a)m = Γ(a + m)=Γ(a). The rst few terms of the series expansions of the
solutions are given by



















+    ;
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+    ; (26)































+ t0(−3b1 + 6b2); (27)
where t0 is a constant which is obtained by evaluation of the contour integral. But
the value of t0 is not necessary for the determination of the instanton eects to the
prepotential. From these solutions, we may obtain the identities
2X
i=1




where t = u or v. Due to the complicated structure of poles in SW , it is dicult to prove
(28) directly in a similar way as [19]. We have explicitly checked (28) up to order 5.
Hence the present results are exact up to 5-instanton level. By integration the identities









































(b21 − 3b1b2 + 3b
2
2)




(b21 − 3b1b2 + 3b
2
2)
(2b1 − 3b2)6(b1 − 3b2)6b61b
2
2(b1 − b2)2(−b1 + 2b2)2
; (30)
where we put  = 1=8. If the parameter  satises the relation
8PV = 3
224; (31)
we nd the one-instanton term in eqs. (30) agrees with that from the microscopic calcu-









and nite SU(2). In this limit, we can show that the above instanton series reduces to
that of the prepotential for SU(2) gauge group[15, 16, 18].
Note that in the classical limit  = 0, ~bi (i = 1; 2; 3) obey the equation
x6 − 2ux4 + u2x2 − (−v +
4
27
u3) = 0; (33)
which is obtained from the classical characteristic polynomial x6−2ux4 +u2x2− v by the
transformation (
u ! u;




The necessity of this replacement of variables has been also noticed in ref. [12].
In this paper we have studied the exact solutions represented by the hyperelliptic and
spectral curves for the exceptional gauge groupG2. We have shown that the spectral curve
(8) gives the prepotential which is consistent with the microscopic instanton calculation.
But the hyperelliptic curve (3) does not agree with the microscopic result. The present
analysis suggests that the spectral curves provides a systematic approach to the exact
solutions to the Seiberg-Witten theory. It is interesting to generalize the present analysis
to other exceptional gauge groups. In particular, E6 type gauge groups would be treated
in a similar way. Er type gauge groups are particularly interesting in viewpoint of string
duality, since the ALE bration [20] gives systematic construction of the spectral curve[21].
The microscopic one-instanton calculation would provide quantitative test to the exact
solutions and string duality in these cases.
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